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Almost seven months prior to the BC election, Gordon 
Wilson came to Douglas College extolling the virtues of his 
newly formed Progressive Democratic Alliance. Now here's 
one politician who's shown resilience whenever faced with 
a challenge. On that day back in December though, he also 
displayed an incredible knack for stating the obvious when 
he said you have to be crazy to be a politician in BC these 
days. Six months later he registered the PDA in the 
provincial election. 
Or how about our current Premier, Mr. Glen Clark of the 
NDP? Now there's one crazy politician. Whenever he was 
challenged by a significant portion of the electorate, he 
would simply make a campaign promise that would quiet 
these poor wretches down. Perhaps a one-year freeze on 
tuition is reasonable, but a two-year freeze? It'll be 
interesting if he keeps that promise, and how he will make 
up for what is bound to be an enormous subsidy for 
education. But maybe calling Clark a crazy politician is 
inaccurate, he may have been crazy to become a politician, 
but he knew exactly what he was doing three months ago 
when he designated himself minister responsible for youth. 
After all, this is the first year 18-year-olds are able to vote 
in a BC election, and that meant an whopping 40,000 extra 
votes for Clark if he could smooth talk his way through his 
tour of colleges. 
How about those other poor sods who competed in the 
provincial power struggle and lost big time? The Liberals 
don't fall into this category. They are now the official 
opposition and it's their job to keep an eye on Clark and his 
caucus, and make sure the NDP lives up to at least some of 
its promises. But what about the 'also rans?' The Reform 
Party couldn't talk enough about how popular they were 
federally, while at the same time they could be heard to 
quip that the BC Reform Party had nothing to do with the 
To Other Press 
Shit, never thought Id be Libertarian believes in self-
addressing the Other Press, but here responsibility. You know, ignorance 
I am- a philosophy freak and devils is no excuse, buyer beware, dig your 
advocate. own trenches and all that stuff. 
It's my 3rd semester here with my 
fellow college C.R.U.D.S., whatever 
that means. College Recruits and 
Unemployed? 
First, there's the advertising and 
the fact that what goes on behind 
your keyhole is really your business. 
Why the fuck advertise it? After 
reading the Other Press, I've noticed 
there are some who feel threatened, 
and can't get enough opposition to 
fuel their cause. Their looking for a 
heavier cross and nowadays noone 
cares or dares oppose anything 
besides politicians. Its a freer but not 
necessarily gentler nation. Even the 
Prime Minister can go around 
knocking heads and then joke about 
it. 
The groups in the Link I just 
mentioned have every right to be 
here and everyone has the right to 
scrutinize each other., Noone on this 
planet should have blanket 
protection due to their sex, race or 
nationality. 
Can I tell you about the story of a 
very shrewd friend I once knew (and 
who is still living). He came back 
for Vietnam decorated as a sargeant 
and never once stepped out into the 
jungle! He was a supply clerk and 
got out of digging trenches. That's 
my point. I'd personally think of 
every way possible to avoid digging 
someone else's trenchs or carry their 
banners. But there's more. 
Remember that inscription on the 
So, my fellow consumer fodder, I statue of Liberty? Something about 
need to finish this and a book in the other nations sending over their 
next couple of years. I am here like downtrodden. Now, who the hell 
you for the credentials and without wants to be downtrodden, poor or 
that, like being a doctor, a book wretched refuse from some polluted 
simply lacks credibility. More on shore? Well, noone in their right 
that, but 1st I wonder why colleges mind I hope. Its as crazy as 
don't teach us how to be individuals, expecting bliss for turning the other 
and teach a course based on it. I am cheek. Its as deceitful as carrying a 
a Libertarian and believe one big cross. 
happy family we can never be. A 
Reform Party of Canada. And when they lost with only 
two provincial legislative seats to their credit, they could 
be heard, again, saying this was because they were 
linked with the Reform Party in Ottawa. Well, it doesn't 
take a political scientist to figure out they were crazy to 
choose that name if they thought it wouldn't be linked to 
the federal Reform. 
The Green party are a favourite around here at the 
Other Press though. These guys are the environmentally 
sensitive group among the provincial political parties. 
Always sensitive to the needs of the atmosphere and the 
people who inhabit this planet. Yeah, right. We could 
paper the walls in our office with all the faxes they've 
sent us. The news box was cleaned out just prior to the 
election because of all the daily reminders the Green 
party had sent us. But now it's full of Green party faxes 
again. Some saying the same damn thing. I wonder how 
many trees fell in the forest because of their decision to 
ignore the platform they say they subscribe to? 
The Natural Law Party ofBC is one group that has 
chosen to take the road less traveled in BC politics. Their 
platform revolves around transcendental meditation, and 
has no political motivation at all. They dido 't put up any 
campaign signs. They didn't even send us a fax. And the 
promises they made during the campaign were even less 
imposing. They pledged the prevention of problems in 
society through enlivening consciousness. That's quite a 
mouthful. But they at least have the balls to admit 
society isn't quite ready for them. Not yet anyway. Crazy 
eh? 
Let's hand it to the Natural Law party." They have the 
only scientifically proven method to improve your life. 
It's called Yogic Flying. Keep an eye open for that 
slogan in the next BC election. 
On the contrary everyone on this 
planet wouldn ' t mind winning a 
lottery and being winners, not 
wretched refuse, so why extol that 
BS? 
It never ceases to amaze me how 
people in our social sciences can 
believe that someone elses success 
or gain somehow translates into 
anothers misfortune. That say, even 
if we don't know each other from 
Adam, there is a direct or causal 
relationship between your feast and 
my famine. That say Bill Gates' 
success in creating Microsoft was 
not intelligence (something you 
don't learn at universities), but rather 
due to his social callousness, a desire 
to stick it to someone or to pure 
greed. What rubbish! No wonder 
universities can't teach intelligence. 
Imagine if we sent every student in 
Douglas College to university, all 
expenses paid! I have no doubt most 
would return eventually as doctors, 
knowledgeable and well-read. 
Back to the Other Press and that 
nice job they did on that earlier 
edition. The one with the picture of 
the (dog-eared) copy ofNietzsche's 
Zarathustra. Zarathustra is of course 
the hero of the book and once 
proclaims that "the · people are 
thieves." He wasn't referring to 
plagiarism at college, but the fact 
that intelligence in effect is 
something you can't buy or steal. 
Gates did make a lot of money from 
those same thieves." 
May I end with mentioning 
something called bad faith . It seems 
to be everywhere, and you can find 
it by looking up J.P. Sartre under 
philosophy. We pretend for 14 weeks 
that we never noticed that guy or girl 
sitting next to us. Thats bad faith or 
role play. Intelligence, belief, 
success or failure , regardless we 
have a role. All the worlds a stage, 
even college. 
by James G. Magus 
Dear Other Press: 
I am a student who only attends the 
college in the summer. Every semester 
students get charged $4.50 for the Other 
Press fee (included in tuition). Why is it 
that you guys charge the same fee every 
semester, yet in the summer we only get 
1/2 as many issues of your beautiful 
newspaper?!? Because I only attend in 
the summer, I feel ~ ripped off!! 
Signed, 
the ever disgruntled VP. 
June 1996 
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Douglas college Student Society President, Katrina Lennax, stands in the area where the DCSS buiding will be, j ust outside the library on 7th Street. 
Finally we get our place! 
by Paul Andrew 
Douglas College students will soon havea new, 
three story, 17,000 sq. ft . building on campus they 
can call their own, and they might be able to light 
up a smoke while they relax among the facilities 
in the building that will be bought - and paid 
for - by the $9 building levy that students have 
been paying since 1989. 
The levy, which is paid every time a student 
signs up for a course at Douglas, was necessary 
in order to achieve a $1 million student society 
bank account. Otherwise, the college would not 
agree to apply for the additional funding needed 
from the ministry of finance to allow students to 
finally begin the project. 
The financing, however, is just one component 
of this project that prevented the student society 
from moving into their new home at an earlier 
date. Because ofthe two-year program format at 
a community college like Douglas, there have 
been at least three student governments involved 
in the planning of the student society building, 
and each one has put their own stamp on it. 
"Half the people in the DCSS wanted design 
changes and that held things up," said Katrina 
Lennax, current student society president. "But 
the biggest delay is not having the money in your 
account," she added. 
Although Lennax says it was a tricky process 
to get the project to this point, including endless 
meetings with the administration, and cooperation 
from the Ministry of Education, Skills and 
Training, she said she's happy students will finally 
have a place where they can be themselves, and 
have some first class facilities to use in addition 
to those already available at Douglas. 
"This is a building for students, so there is also 
space set aside for societies like the Other Press 
student newspaper," Lennax explained. "The 
biggest complaint (on campus) is not enough 
student involvement. If you go to closed 
programs, you see them full because students can 
kick back and relax. That's why we need a place 
paid for by all the students'," she added. 
The student building, which will cost around 
$3 million by the time furniture and facilities are 
brought in, is going to be connected to the college 
at the Royal Avenue entrance by the covered 
walkway adjacent to the Douglas College Theatre. 
The actual building will be erected beside the 
existing library, and will also have an entrance off 
7th Street. 
Not only will there be space for students to 
escape the hectic pace of a full course load, but 
there are also conference rooms and a cafeteria in 
the plans that will eventually tum a profit for the 
student society, which will benefit the whole 
student population on campus. 
"You wouldn't believe all the calls we've had 
from other departments seeing if they could lease 
space in our building," Lennax said. "The biggest 
problem is the cafeteria, because the current food 
Artists rendering of the new student society 
services on campus may have rights over anyone 
else. But we will make a profit on the cafeteria," 
she added. 
Brian Hulme, of C.J.P. Architects in New 
Westminster, has been working with the students 
since the design was requested in 1989, so he has 
had a close relationship with the student society at 
Douglas, and seems as relieved as anyone that the 
project will finally begin construction sometime 
in June. 
"We tried to reach a middle ground between what 
the students wanted and what the New West Design 
Panel wanted," Hulme explained. "I think we've 
achieved that." 
Hulme says there will not be any need to apply 
for rezoning because the area that Douglas is in 
was zoned for redevelopment some time ago. "It's 
a very significant addition to the college for the 
students, but not necessarily an impact to the 
community," Hulme explained. " It isn ' t bringing 
any more people into the area," he added. 
The total cost of the building will exceed the 
$1 million the student society has in their account, 
so they haven't finished collecting fees from the 
students. But, according to Lennax, that hasn't 
been a problem. And one of the reasons why the 
student levy of $9 is inconspicuous is because it 
has evolved into a permanent addition to course 
fees during the past seven years. 
"Nobody asks; ' What are the building fees 
for?'," Lennax said. "Very few people knew we 
were collecting $9 for a building fee. 
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Voices in the dark 
by Arthur Hanks 
I am a voice. It is what I do. Perhaps you have heard 
me. I may even have spoken to you, but you probably 
will not remember. Together we share anonymity. I am 
never seen and people make of me what they will. 
am simply to listen and to register everyone's point of 
view. Because all I do is listen, people make of me what 
they will. They think that I am sympathetic to their point 
of view. This is not a problem, except when I hear voices 
of bigotry and rage. 
guilty 
because 
t h e y 
can say 
whatever 
they want and 
all I can do is 
dutifully record. · 
June 1996 
To support myself going through school, I work the 
phones at a market research company which does public 
opinion polling. My job is highly structured and I must 
maintain-the stance of the disinterested observer. It's a 
"cool" job. I may as well be the man in the moon: "Hello, 
my name is Arthur and I'm calling from Vancouver .... " 
I am to be impartial, especially when reading political 
questions, which is often, for that is my company's forte. 
Many people do not have the time for me. 
Understandable, as people are busy, or eating dinner, or 
doing the naughty and otherwise reacting to demands 
being placed on them by others they know and can 
actually see. "What does this voice want? No thank you, 
Arthur." Click, they hang up, and I have to call someone 
else. 
Then it is scary. I hear voices that are not just 
expressing an opinion, but that are vitriolic. Some nights 
we do surveys about native land claims, and the reaction 
has been ugly. A vocal minority makes comments like: 
"They have no rights. They have given them up!" "The 
war is over and they have lost." "Sure, there were 
injustices in the past, but now it is the present. Why 
should there be two laws for British Columbians?" These 
respondents are angry that natives are seemingly getting 
a free ride at their expe:tse. "It is like they are children," 
they say, "And it's time they grew up!" 
I could be anyone. I 
could be a native myself, 
on the phone talking to 
these folk. But behind 
the veil of anonymity, 
I'm a 29 year old 
Caucasian male, biting 
on his tongue. 
But then there are times when I actually speak to 
people. Some volunteer, thrilled they have been chosen. 
Others will grudgingly give me the time, and then 
monopolize it, speaking for half an hour what was 
supposed to be a ten minute phone call. No matter. That's 
an occupational hazard. 
I hear a variety of discordant points of view. I am 
charged not to correct, nor to inform, and not to argue. I 
Here is the frustration. There is no memory. Blame it 
on TV, education, fear mongering politicians, the media 
in general, any convenient scapegoat. For there has never 
been one law for all British Columbians. From the head 
taxes passed on Oriental immigrants, to the internment 
of Japanese Canadians during WWII, to the prejudices 
new immigrants face when entering Canada today, and 
to the devastation of native culture in this land for the 
past hundred years ... how can we say this has been a 
free and equal society? I want to slam the phone 
down, when I hear people say these things. I feel 
Ship of fools, bus load of idiots 
Just another BC election 
by Byrun Stedmann 
To be fair, politics in BC have 
never been boring. From our 
entry into confederation, to a 
premier who changed his name 
to Amor de Cosmos (formerly a 
Californian gold miner named 
Bill Smith). From Wacky 
Bennett and his capitalist hordes, 
to Davey-boy Barrett and his 
socialist hordes, to Little Billy 
Bennett (son of) and his capitalist 
hordes. From Willy Vander-
Zalm 's egocentric circus for the 
ridiculously simple-minded to 
Milquetoast Mikey. 
With the NDP moving steadily 
Right and Gordon Campbell's 
Liberals (staffed with the higher 
end ex-Socreds) waiting to show 
Ontario premier Mike Harris 
what hack-and-slash budget 
balancing is really about, what 
kind of future can we hope for in 
this province? 
social agenda just give the rest 
of us on the Left a bad name. (I'm 
ignoring the BC Conservatives, 
Libertarians, and the CCCF, 
although the Party of Citizens 
Who Have Decided to Think for 
Themselves and be Their Own 
Politicians deserve mention, if 
only for the name.) 
L09 
Fantasy Garden: 
And now we have Go-Go-
Gadget Glen with wanna-be god 
Gordon Campbell waiting in the 
wings. No, we British 
Columbians have never been at 
a loss for political oddballs, 
eccentrics, wusses and weirdoes. 
Let's face it. 
Vote for the underdogs? 
Considering the options in that 
field, I would rather have 
Caligula 's horse running for 
office-at least it had an air of 
dignity and intelligence. 
The Progressive Democratic 
Alliance seems to be a party 
driven more by Gordon Wilson's 
ego and hubris than by 
competence. The Reform Party, 
a haven for lower end Socreds, 
belongs completely to the 
redneck vote, while the undead 
Social Credit Party had the 
electoral stake driven through its 
heart May 28. (In the spirit of any 
good horror-movie monster, 
expect it to return from the 
grave yet again in another 
four years.) 
The Natural Law Party 
exists only for the 
amusement of the 
electorate. Then 
there is the Green 
Party, whose 
unrealistic 
idealism and 
"hip" 
Ifl seem cynical about politics 
it is because I am. I am a self-
declared Political Agnostic. 
There are no answers awaiting us 
in the political realm. Capitalism 
has put the world into an 
irrevocable bind, fiscally and 
environmentally, while socialism 
appears to be a nice but 
unattainable fantasy that depends 
too much on th(! innate goodness 
of humanity. (The track record of 
this century should suffice to 
deflate that myth.) 
Some people rightfully assume 
that I have anarchistic 
sympathies. However, I don't see 
much hope in that direction 
either. If you really pushed me 
to name an ideal society I would 
have to say the Amish. But how 
many people would go back to 
that lifestyle after living in this 
age of convenience? 
That, perhaps, is the problem. 
The answer lies in going back, 
rather than accepting the myth of 
progress and pushing forward. 
But how do you get people to go 
back to a more communal way 
we Need the Tulip~ 
of living? How do you explain 
to the wanting masses of the 
Third World that the luxuries we 
have enjoyed over the last 
hundred years are no longer a 
viable option? 
The system is a delusional lie; 
it feeds on our fantasies of 
opulence and comfort. It 
promises us that the world can be 
at our fingertips, all we need to 
do is work for it. 
My great-grandfather worked 
for it, as did my grandfather and 
his two sons. And yet my cousins 
and I face a mountain of debt that 
we have no hope of paying off. 
Despite the promises of 
governments, the debt can never 
be eliminated. The government 
spends so the majority of the 
populace are taken care of, yet 
the more they spend, the more 
debt that is incurred. So the 
government taxes people to pay 
for the cost of the programs. But 
it is never enough, and the taxes , 
continue to mount. This 
foolishness will continue 
the system implodes under its 
own inflated mass, inducing a 
state of anarchy, which will 
probably be followed by a 
feudal-style authoritarian state. 
There was no one in this past 
election who could have made a 
significant difference, only slow 
down the process that is already 
in place. I'd like to believe that 
there is a government that could 
really change things. 
Occasionally an individual 
who could change the system 
rises up, but that person is usually 
silenced, marginalized or bought 
out. It's a cynical approach, I 
know, but look at this province, 
this country, this planet, and tell 
me: what am I left with? 
... 
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Student athleticS rep 
gets frustrated; resigns 
by Jim Chliboyko 
The late spring, post-exam calm at Douglas College has been 
disturbed by a sudden defection from the Douglas College Student 
Society. 
Early last month, Athletic Representative, Chantelle Desh~mais 
resigned, after having served roughly two-thirds of her term. It 
wasn't immediately known why Desharnais quit, but one source 
speculated that it had to do with personal differences. 
When the Other Press contacted Desharnais, she offered a written 
explanation as to why she had resigned. Desharnais stated in her 
memorandun, that "the student society has simply not lived up to 
my expectations, regarding what I believe a student society 
organization should be accomplishing for its student body .. . My 
accomplishments of course, will not go unseen. And although only 
a couple of months remain to my term, I am assured my athletes 
will always view me as their representative." 
about being available to the college board. ; 'She was a good athletics 
rep." 
Betty-Lou Hayes, Douglas College Athletic's Director echoed similar 
sentiments. Hayes said she advised Desharnais not to quit, but also said 
that"[ she] had to do what's right for her." Speculating as to why Desharnais 
resigned, Hayes says, "I think she found it a frustrating process. We will 
miss her. She was very conscientous. You don't find very many people 
like that." 
The resignation leaves the student society without an athletics rep for 
the time being. Incoming athletics rep, Mark Rowe, is not available for 
the summer, Desharnais told the Other Press. According to Desharnais, 
Rowe has informed the DCSS that he is not able to commence his duties 
until, at the earliest, September. 
Desharnais suggested that her runner-up in the 1995 DCSS elections 
should have been named as replacement. The runner-up was Anne-Marie 
Fern, who is currently a field hockey coach. 
Vice-President External Dave Seaweed said that Desharnais also 
notified the student society of her resignation by written letter, 
Chante/le Desharnais pictured here gathering DC support for voicing the reasons for her resignation. "I don't even know why 
the student rally at the Art Gallery earlier this year. she quit. She wrote a letter to us, I'd have to re-read it. Something 
As for Desharnais, her political future will continue on the Douglas 
College campus. Come September she will be sitting as one of two student 
Representative on the College Board, where, she says, "I will sit with 
professionals." 
Quebeckers' stay home in B.C. 
by Earle Gale 
If you happen to bump into a big 
group of excited students from Quebec 
this summer, feel free to give them a 
warm smile, and say "hello." 
They would like that. 
But whatever you do, don't say 
"bon jour." 
The 51 bursary students from Quebec 
are at Douglas College for a five-week 
English language immersion program 
starting May 26th, and the last thing they 
want to do while they're here is speak 
French. 
Vicki Condon, Language and Cultural 
Assistant, and Judy Parkin, Summer 
Language Program Facilitator, are 
overseeing the visit. They say they have 
plenty of exciting things waiting for the 
students at Douglas, including a nature 
trail in Stanley park, a barbeque and line 
dancing, and acttvtttes during 
environment week. 
Parkin and Condon are excited about 
the visit, and say the college is always a 
more interesting place while the students 
are in town. 
"You can feel the energy around the 
college while they are here," says Parkin. 
According to Parkin, the students 
make "amazing friendships" during the 
five weeks at Douglas, both within the 
"The program is getting 
smaller, but it's 
governrnentcutbacks,not 
a lack of enthusiasm for 
the program," says Parkin. 
program and between the visiting 
students and regular students at the 
college. 
"We've even had students driving 
over to Quebec to visit people they met 
while they were here." 
The main point of the trip, though, is 
to hone English language skills among 
students aged around 19 to 22, for whom 
English may be a second, third or fourth 
language. 
Each day, classroom time and field 
trips concentrate on that. But outside 
school hours, monitors, drawn from 
regular students at Douglas, will help 
organize activities, like a trip to the jazz 
festival, a hike on Grouse mountain and 
a visit to the Dragon Boat Race. These 
trips will give the students a chance to 
practice their fledgling English and 
make new friends. 
The scheme is open to anyone who 
Meet some of the French bursary students from Quebec, here to immerse themselves in the English language atmf!sphere of B. C. Our crack photographer had to 
catch these students as they were on their way to yet another fun-filled activity at Boardwalk Billiards in New West. Our friends from the East say they are here 
from "every village in Quebec. That includes such exoctic locations such as; Gatineau, Rimouski, Lac St-Gean, Montreal and Quebec City. 
has completed one year of post-
secondary education and would like to 
learn one of the official languages. Each 
summer, thousands of students criss-
cross Canada on planes, trains and 
automobiles in search of some fun and 
adventure and new language skills. 
Parkin says that 
it's a great way to 
to get a place, of those 476 came to BC. 
The majority of the students move 
between the population centres in 
Ontario and Quebec. 
Douglas has participated for 20 of the 
program's 25 years. Like most 
government funded programs, money is 
offered bursaries. 
"The program is getting smaller, but 
it's government cutbacks, not a lack of 
enthusiasm for the program," says 
Parkin. 
"Each year, [program enrolment] goes 
down by about five students," added 
Condon. 
"But," she 
see how people 
live in different 
parts of the 
country and it 
builds "enormous 
Douglas has participated for 20 of the program's 25 
years. Like most government funded programs, money 
is scarce at the moment. 
said, "the 
college plays 
a supportive 
role in 
keeping the 
program 
going. Some 
goodwill." 
The federal 
government's Department of Canadian 
Heritage funds the program, and it's 
managed by the Council of Ministers of 
Education, Canada (CMEC). Last year 
15,515 people applied to participate in 
the scheme, and 6,460 of them managed 
scarce at the moment. That means 
slimming down at a time when Parkin 
and others involved would like to see 
the program expanded. Recently, the 
program was squeezed from six to five 
weeks, and fewer students each year are 
institutions have had to drop it, so we 
have to be creative." 
The federal government funds the 
students' tuition, activities, and 
accommodation costs. Douglas College 
meets the cost of providing the facilities, 
and the students themselves meet the 
cost of getting here from Quebec. 
While they are here, the students will 
be staying with local families under the 
Homestay Scheme. There are usually 
around 150 international students at 
Douglas living in the community under 
the Homestay Scheme from institutions 
such as Momoyama University in 
Japan. 
The Homestay Scheme gives the 
Quebeckers a chance to experience 
family life and cuisine on the west coast, 
as well as the English language. But, 
the accommodation providers have 
been asked not to speak French to their 
guests, just so that the whole five weeks 
remains a learning experience. 
We welcome our visitors from 
Quebec, and wish them a happy and 
rewarding stay in BC. 
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Blrcls 
and yhotos 
Hea;y drops of water fall from the 
overhanging trees, noisily onto the thin, 
felted roof. 
Splat. Splat. Splat. 
The sounds seemed to echo people's 
careful footfalls on the blind's worn, 
wooden, floor. 
Outside, through the narrow peep holes, 
the dull, grey, water reflected the 
grumbling sky and agitated into a million 
tiny peaks with the rain. A few Canada 
Geese and a handful of mallards were still 
out there, threatening to distract the , 
statuesque heron from its patient waiting 
game. But, most birds, it seemed, had 
happily slipped off to huddle over nests 
of warm eggs. 
Two old ladies, who had been outside 
feeding an over-confident Canada Goose, 
now lifted the latch and came in, steaming 
and smiling guiltily. They shook out their 
umbrellas and stamped their wet boots on 
the sodden mat by the door. 
"Great weather for ducks!" Someone 
said jokingly to them. And of course, he 
was right. 
According to the North American 
Waterfowl Management Plan (which } 
measures waterfowl numbers in Canada, ! 
the U.S. and Mexico), the number of wild 
ducks and geese on this continent has f 
swelled by about 30 per cent during the 
~~ last couple of years. That means there are 
now around 20 million additional 
waterfowl in North America. The rise 
wipes out some of the heavy losses of the 
80s. The resurgence, they say, is only 
partly down to the work of groups like 
Ducks Unlimited, who have maintained, 
and even reclaimed, tracts of wetland habitat for 
the birds and set up sanctuaries like Reifel. 
But, like the man in the 
rain-soaked blind pointed 
out, the bird-boom is also 
down to the great, duck-
friendly, weather we've 
been getting in recent 
years. 
The sanctuary, which covers 850 marshy, 
windswept-acres of Westham Island in the Fraser 
estuary near Ladner, is now a winter 
home to Canada's largest distinct 
population of waterfowl. Many of 
the birds, which include the Snow 
Goose, live the rest of the year in 
Northern BC and Alaska, but head 
south in the freezing autumn in 
search of still-flowing water. The consistently heavy 
rainfall, after years of near-
drought, has made it 
uneconomic for farmers to 
"man in rain-soaked blind pointed out ... " 
In the summer, most of the 
waterfowl head back to their 
northern stomping grounds. But the 
drain, and keep dry, some marginal wetland. 
Whether it's responsible habitat management or 
simply mother nature kicking in, the punters at the 
George C. Reifel Migratory Bird Sanctuary could 
see both in action, and, though they were wet, they 
were not complaining. 
sanctuary still supports a wide variety of wildlife. 
It ·is an example of the responsible wetland 
management we are starting to see more of these 
days. 
Ducks Unlimited established Reifel after forming 
the BC Waterfowl Society and subsequently leasing 
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A heron searches the area for signs of food. 
land for the sanctuary from the Reifel family, in the 
early seventies. The Reifel family later gave the land ...., 
to the Crown, and the Provincial Government also 
made some adjacent land available for the birds. 
Today, it's something of a tourist draw, despite 
hiding at the end of a series of poorly sign-posted, 
bumpy roads that, at times, dwindle to little more ~ 
than tracks. 
The topography of the area is like that of another 
planet. If you couldn't see the North Shore 
mountains on the horizon, you might wonder where 
you were. As you approach the sanctuary, you drive 
past houses perched uncertainly on perfectly-flat 
plots that were so recently mud-flats. The grass 
around them looks to have been grafted temporally 
over the top of the heavy, dark, mud. In driveways, 
four-wheelers look as if they might start to sink at 
any moment. Fishers' huts, strewn with nets, line 
one side of the road on a high, wide, bank that 
,, 
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obscures the river. You sense the 
water covets the bordering fields 
like a fenced-off playground. 
On the sanctuary, as the sun 
wrestles its way out from behind 
the clouds and the rain momentarily 
stops, a woodpecker starts to rat-a-
tat-tat on a dead stump. Chickadees 
swoop down onto outstretched 
hands searching for an easy meal, 
and the hummingbirds swarm 
around the flowers and feeders by 
the front gate like bees on 
honeysuckle. 
Today, though the sanctuary is 
... 
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' flourishing and the birds' numbers This bird sanctuary visitor has a way with the hummingbirds. 
are growing, the big picture is still not ideal for our farmers to protect their wetlands with both advice 
wetlands and the ecosystems they support. Even and financial assistance. 
though the birds are back to their late-1970s As a group of scouts and beavers return from a 
proportions, there are still significantly fewer birds nature walk through the sanctuary, you wonder 
around than there were in the 50s and 60s. whether each new generation might do more than 
According to Environment Canada, British the last to help reverse the decline of our wildlife. 
Colombia has lost over 75 per cent of its coastal Whether we will ever see again the vast ranges of 
wetlands. Farmers drained much of the land on our wetlands and the massive flocks of birds that we 
behalf in pursuit of cheap and plentiful produce. would have seen in the 50s, remains to be seen. For 
Although the destruction of the wetlands has now at least, thanks mostly to the incessant rain, 
slowed, it continues at a rate of around 120 000 and the people who manage and support the 
hectares (almost 300 000 acres) each year. sanctuaries, our waterfowl at least have hope. And, 
In the 90s, we seem to have relearned the value when we look over the expanse of waterlogged mud 
of the environment around us. Scenes like the one at Reifel, we can remember how it once was 
at the Reifel Bird Sanctuary look set to be repeated throughout our province. 
throughout B.C. with the introduction of the Interior 
Wetlands Program, which seeks to encourage 
7 
A gaggle o 'baby geese swarm around their mother. 
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Every night 
I must offer 
my bandaged 
wrists 
up to her 
lips 
for redemption 
but 
the boundaries 
of this 
secret appirition 
Only 
serve 
to 
feed 
My abomination 
for 
I have only 
Known her 
on my skin 
like silence 
by David Papa 
~: ':.. ....... 
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Go to School- No Way- I Can't 
An auto-biography 
... 
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Green Glass 
On the cool shaded bank 
of a glistening river 
we sit for hours 
sharing 
our great worlds and dead poets. 
The sun shines through 
an empty wine bottle 
June 1996 
and then the humm of the summer day 
lulls us 
and we enjoy the sounds 
of the flowing river and the breeze, 
and each other. 
I run my fingers through your greying hair 
and kiss your eyelids 
sending you off into a world 
of dancing fireflies and stars 
and a luminescent moon. 
In your world you can hear 
the rhythm of my voice wondering 
how it feels to be 
consumed by the river 
enclosed by the warmth, 
swept 
by the current. 
by Niki Kaloudas 
Do you know when life becomes boring enough to return to school? Most of you readers, if you are 
not mature students, would have a hard time answering this question or even comprehending what it means. 
Having been a single mom of two children, and living on welfare for the past 15 years, I decided that now 
was THE TIME. The children were grown up, in school, and they were well adjusted enough for me to make 
the break and flee the bonds of the house. I've had my fill of volunteering at hot-dog days, sports day, baby 
clinics and other hours spent at elementary halls of learning. The time had come to move on and on I did 
move. I had great ideas, but no concrete decisions as to what I wanted or what I could or couldn't take. 
School had been hard for me when I was younger, but I got through somehow. I took a little 
longer than most of my friends, but I did get that Grade 12 diploma. I wanted to go to college, and 
take an Early Childhood Education or a Library Technician course. I applied to the local college in 
Ottawa and took all the tests, but was told there was a three or four year waiting list. Wow, did that 
ever deflate my ego, and I lost all sight of getting into college. I needed to work or do something, 
so I chose a post with the Federal Government. This position was the launching pad for many 
other useless secretarial and clerical type jobs that were definitely not appropriate for me. 
To make a long story short in 1973, this job and the many others like it followed me 
to my birth province of British Columbia. Since then I had a marriage that led to the divorce 
courts, a life of poverty, and caring for two beautiful but challenging children. When my 
children entered school, I was there, helping out with everything. I went on field trips, made 
lunches, read to children, made playdough, and all those other things that dedicated parents 
do when they can. After awhile, a thought came into my mind that I could get paid for these 
services, boost my ego, and also give me some financial help. So I made some inquiries, 
and found out that some daycare centres would take people, if you took your courses at 
nights. I went right out, and got a job in the daycare centre close to my home, and thus 
began my trip to the land of education. 
Boy, was it hard to be a student, a mom, and a "Significant other" or 
whatever the proper term is for the other half of unions that are doomed from 
the beginning. It was so hard that I had to give up the dream, flee to safety with 
my child, and start a new life. Something just brought me back to the crazy life 
that I had left, and I thought things would work. But as I found out these things 
have to be put far away, you have to get on with your life in a positive manner, 
and begin the healing process. For me, the healing included another stab at 
school, the responsibility of not one but two children to care for and still 
remembering to care for myself1 
So ... last summer semester I did just that, and I'm still 
here now. So much has happened since that day. It hasn't been 
easy. Some days I didn't want to come here, and be around all 
these people, but I stuck to the promise I have made to myself. I 
want to receive my diploma in the Community Social Service 
Worker Program and then open MY OWN educational and 
employment centre for mature women. Pretty high ideas, but I 
am determined to make the grade. I know I will do this with 
support from all the friends that I have made at Douglas College. 
by "A.R." 
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Variety is the spice of jazz 
: . ·:;.;:: :\~:. ->&r· .. 
duMaurier Jazz Fest a feast of flavour yo\flt!pto list~~~hat~s ;~t and,~-~~t1at6tind this little village 
·.·• :;~:-:-:· 
Kevin Sallows 
What is this thing called jazz? Is it the big-band 
swing of Benny Goodman? The frenetic bebop 
genius of Charlie Parker? Or is it the smoky essence 
of Kind of Blue-era Miles Davis, the free-form 
controlled madness ofOmette Coleman or the slick 
fusion of Allan Holdsworth? 
It's all of these things and more, or less, 
depending on who you talk to. The term jazz, like 
the term rock, has had so many different meanings 
applied to it that it's become somewhat 
meaningless. Nailing down exactly what jazz is 
borders on the impossible. 
But that's of little consequence. Jazz is many 
things to many people. To some it's a style, to others 
a mood, a feel, a fashion, a way oflife. And it's the 
mutability of jazz, its ability to influence and be 
influenced by diverse forms of music and other 
expression that has kept it alive through the years. 
Jazz is variety. 
And that's exactly what the duMaurier jazz 
festival is about: variety. The diversity of the artists 
performing June 21 - 30 at various venues around 
Vancouver is impressive, perhaps even daunting 
to the uninitiated. There's something for 
everyone-Dixieland, swing, bebop, blues, latin, 
cool, fusion, acid, funk. But where does one start? 
A good place to start is the duMaurier Jazz Fest 
booklet, which describes all the acts performing 
and tells when and where they can be seen. Trying 
to list potential highlights of the festival seems a 
futile task, but here are a few upcoming shows that 
stir the imagination. 
A double-bill of piano legend George Shearing 
and Nanaimo-bom pianist/vocalist Diana Krall 
kicks off opening night, June 21, at the Orpheum 
theatre. 
The Commodore is the place for groovalistic 
funk action-Toronto up-and-comers Bass is Base, 
June 21, and ex-James Brown saxman, the 
funkmaster himself, Maceo Parker, June 28. 
A quartet- Doran, Studer, Minton and Ali-
play midnight shows June 27 and 28 at Studio 16 
that look to be most intriguing; both shows consist 
entirely of Jimi Hendrix tunes arranged by guitarist 
Christy Doran and percussionist Fredy Studer. 
For a more traditional angle, check out Delta-
blues guitarist Big Jack Johnson & the Oil Kings 
June 26 and 27 at the Yale and June 29 at the Pacific 
Centre Plaza. 
Or try vocalist Jimmy Borges, described as "the 
keeper of the smooth-jazz flame." He's backed by 
the Betty Loo Taylor Trio at Rossini's, June 27-
30. 
The list of talent is so long that I could run that 
damn Energizer bunny into the ground trying to 
tell you about all the acts. Pick up a Festival booklet 
and scope it for yourself. There are shows at the 
Purple Onion Cabaret, the Vogue, the Cultch, the 
Glass Slipper, the Chameleon and more. 
For the financially-challenged, there are some 
fine shows FREE on Granville island, at the Pacific 
Centre Plaza, the CBC-Jazz Cafe, the Lonsdale 
Quay and the Eaton Centre Metrotown Plaza. 
Throw some spice in your life. 
::::): X]\ :~::·:· .. 
tfleat~·~···· anc;l / ope'~or 
tl1e vanc6uver opera ends theirfery successful seasoQ- with 
it!atraza:e.. beginning june ll and continuing through to the end 
• • the ntOJl,th. tf .... ;I ii .. . ll lb. tfi ns 
. judgeme;t, a one~mat). playattli~ deep coves .. aw ea: e ru 
stage for a limit~ ti~e (only~pne 13; to 22l-,.. .. . < • 
the bard 'is backWith snakespeare's my~h ado, .c;bout noth~~g, 
as the first . . •. on june 11; the '!'erc~nt orvemce 
•• .. ·•·· .. · ..... • ... 9; .. ~p.(.lalt~tiflg t\l}pugb l.Wttl ~~~imbe~;.t2; all 
• in the bard~s ontyiiome, yanierpark. ' 
f'im / 
viftoo· ······· 1 ftia· 'r&' · · ····· ;t.r~_. . Ait.····· · . · 
.••..• . . . m s . IO~ "eaturespeterlcaruna in a retrospective and 
< .•. at~vJ~:·~:J!~t;~:!z~~% 
th~tfeclf~~?ne 1'3": burt;ens, delusions and supremacy ... 
... u .. , ••• N . .l. ·~·····1~~~· ~pd ~~'!Jfl~~.lllJadzg,ps alsqpn june 22. 
::;·· )2''·'~ ·,~:·:: ·::~===~::-' :p:::: ~ 
the v~!otivei=ist ~ifhratc~~tre presents night visions, june 
4 through iuly ~···.... .' > . ...•. ... . . • •. .· d ... b feld 
\vhir[eq; painting Wf~IJput ce~~~ a, Se:t'16S by tru y ru .en . ' 
will be rlfsplayed at the Stdneyand gertude zack gallery, JUne 18 
toci::~!=~ardle at flit surre~ art galtery continues to the end 
.... @~~~~~nbouvJ~ Lrt gallery willfeature an ~~hibit from. june 19 
to s~tember·2 :~alled the group of seven: artfor a natwn. 
festivals 
~~ 4 . 
openmg night is june 21 at the orpheum theatre for 
the~~ '!'aurier ~a~~festival~ (s~ .Jhe accompanying 
prev~ew fot' detatls) .; ·· 
10 June 1996 
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Wild Mood Swings 
the cure 
Elektra 
Recorded in Jane Seymore's house in Bath, 
England, where The Cure was li1·ing more than 
recording. IJ'ild 
. \food S11·ings took 
four years in the 
making. allowing 
them to ckr. redo, 
and do over again 
to make the album 
what it is now-
worth the anxious 
four year wait that 
fans had to endure. 
The title is so 
amazingly 
appropriate. 
Admittedly, The 
Cure has had 
eclectic albums in 
the past, but on 
none other has this 
group gone 
between such 
extremes. Wish 
_ql Cllf _ 
- .......... . 
' 
came close, but the emotions on this 
album are all too intense for comparison. 'Mint 
Car' is like 'Friday I'm In Love' on overkill (a 
good overkill, though), while 'Jupiter Crash' is 
singer/songwriter Robert Smith at his absolute most 
depressing. 
'Club America' is the hardest song to get 
accustomed to because Smith's voice is so low. The 
first single, 'The 13th,' is an almost misleading 
representation of the album. But then again, it's 
Machine Fish 
Galactic Cowboys 
Attic 
Galactic Cowboys are known (by those in the 
know) as some of the best cheeseball rock 
musicians in the universe. There is a special charm 
to really good musicians playing really corny music 
really well, and metal is, ipso facto, corny music. 
The Cowboys have always played lighthearted 
music with sometimes comical lyrics, but with 
darker underlying themes, both musically and 
lyrically, that occasionally seep and seethe to the 
surface. Consider the disturbing 'Kill 
""* etlicr Press 
nearly impossible to choose one track that speaks 
for the entire album. The Cure still shimmers with 
that little bit of aloofness fans have learned to love, 
"tomorrow I know I'll feel bad/ but I really couldn't 
care about that." 
'Jupiter Crash' connects the heavens to the earth 
in a slower, more melodic tune about a ruthless 
woman who couldn't appreciate him after their 
physical 
encounter, 
drawing cosmic 
comparisons to 
Jupiter being 
smashed by an 
incoming comet. 
It expresses just 
how difficult it is 
to get up into this 
hellish world to 
try to make life 
fun again_ "So 
much for gravity," 
he cries. 
With new a 
drummer, Jason 
Cooper, and a 
returning 
keyboardist from 
Disintegration, 
Roger O'Donnell, 
Wild Mood Swings 
closes by reminding audiences that The Cure will 
not live forever (gasp!). The album has a very sad 
ending allowable only by the Goth God himself, 
"but holding onto used to be is not enough,/ 
memory's not life, and it's not love/you know we've 
reached the end, you just don't know why/1 will 
never forget." 
by rachel young and hilary price 
and-stomp-it-into-the-ground opening 'Feel the 
Rage' to the slow burning power ballad-esque 
'Arrow,' the themes of anger, pain, stress and fear 
are clearer on this album then on either of their 
previous releases. 
The trademark vocal harmonies are still here, 
albeit less exposed than on previous Cowboy 
albums, and they can still pull off some of the 
funkiest heavy metal this side of Living Colour (a 
comparison perhaps not that far off, considering 
the liberal use of samples on Machine Fish). The 
humour is still here, but is only fully realized on 
'Psychotic Companion,' a mock-out on all those 
late TV hie lines. 
The Other Cure Rev 
Wild Mood Swin 
Blah blah blah 
After the bloody mess that was 19 
something had to be done. Having r 
album so bad that it ended with the 
eulogy, it was clear The Cure couldn' 
They had to prove that they weren't wa 
uninspired, which was a safe assum 
time. The strategy? Release another Wi 
better job of it this time . 
Wild Mood Swings frequently c 
images of "Wish, Part Two." Don't 
Both albums open with what appears to 
song. Wild's 'Want' has an identic 
Wish's 'Open,' as well as striking m 
lyrical similarities. Both albums end 
respective longest tracks with Ro 
begging someone (or everyone) to 
differently. The two albums sound m 
than any other two Cure albums, 
surprising, as the four year lapse be 
albums is the longest hiatus the Cure 
There are also nods to Wish throughou 
For instance, Wilds 'Trap' is a respon 
'Cut' where the same dysfunctional rei 
explored from opposite sides of the fi 
helpless hands helplessly pulling you 
to mel/ wish you felt the way that I still 
a desperate, insecure, love-addicted Rob 
to which a contemptuous Robert resp 
the way you want me to be sick of it all 
Of course, one has never had to eros 
one Cure record to the next in order to 
divergent takes on love. They have al 
conveniently located within individu 
Wild Mood Swings is an appropriate 
would have for any Cure album since 
Ten Seconds 
Ten Seconds 
Discipline Record 
Singer/guitarist Bill Forth is infatuate 
with guitar craft guru Robert Fripp. So 
that he convinced King Fripp to play 
of I 0 tracks on Ten 
Seconds self titled debut. 
Musically, Ten Seconds 
(the album) is an odd mix 
of King Crimson, Fripp's 
trademark Soundscapes, 
and a weird sort of 
industria-ambient. 
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SaturJay Mornings Cartoons' 
Greatest Hits 
Various Artists 
Bulletproof I M CA 
Okay, so the Ramones did a stellar version of 
Spiderman 's theme, the original animated cartoon 
series. Indeed, one of life's little amusements is 
watching those who are drunk (on life or otherwise) 
to go around singing bits oftheir television history, 
that doesn't mean it needed to be recorded for all 
posterity. Some 'tunes rock, some would have been 
best left to the hell reserved for crap. 
On the plus side, now you have all the lyrics to 
your childhood hymns written out, no more 
fumbling over the verses. 
Now you too can own the legend. All television, 
all the time. Endless (if you wanna loop the disc) 
repetition of all your favourites from Saturday 
mornings of the pa-st. Remember .... Okay, enough 
Brap 
Skinny Puppy 
Nettwerk 
Skinny Puppy: the band that smeared blood from 
freshly cut meat over their faces in a Stockholm 
concert to protest animal abuse has a new release, 
Brap. 
After Dwayne 
Goettel died in August, 
1995, the band 
regrouped and dug 
around for both new 
and old material for this 
double disc mix of 
newborn sounds and 
dreadfully dead loops 
and samples from their 
"vault" of old tapes, 
demos, and concert 
clips. 
Each disc, one 
named Back and the 
other named Forth, 
contains an interactive 
CD-ROM with Jots o' 
goodies. 
Forth's visual component begins with a fully 
furnished room, letting the user choose which item 
in the room to enter. If one so dares, the demons 
known so well to the once cult-phenomenon band 
possesses the computer screen making it thrash 
about with photos, concert clips, interviews, and 
home videos, depending on which part of the room 
Trouble at the Henhouse 
The Tragically Hip 
Sony 
Although not their most popular, the album Road 
Apples put The Tragically Hip across Canada and 
landed them into some of our more intimate venues, 
such as The Commodore Ballroom. From there, 
the energy grew faster then green does on my 
cheese, but then, for some incomprehensible 
reason, Day for Night 
was released. It 
seemed to 
counter the two 
albums before 
it. For most 
Hipsters, it just 
didn't manifest 
the jam Up to 
Here, or Fully 
Completely did 
on the dance 
floor, or on the 
grass at the last 
two Road Side 
Attractions. It 
was feared that 
the Hip had dried 
up. It was feared 
that the Hip were 
attempting an 
American 
invasion and sold us out. The previous album, to 
most, was a disappointment. However, The Hip still 
remain a Canadian secret and, although not nearly 
as fast as some tracks of the past, it appears that 
the Hip are back, folks. The Hip have regained their 
hardness in Trouble at the Henhouse, that Hip 
hardness with the amalgamation of the infamous 
-Qlier Press 
of the Ktel commercial voice-over; grab a bowl of 
sugar-frosted chocolate bombs, curl up in front of 
the disc-changer in a pair of funky ol' pj's, and 
commune with your mispent youth. 
by Joyce Robinson 
Evil Empire 
Rage Against the Machine 
Sony 
Vocalist Zack De La Rocha knows something 
that parents, teachers and youth workers don't: if 
you want kids to listen to what you're saying, you 
have to hit them over the head with a shovel to get 
them to pay 
attention. The 
music of RATM 
is that shovel and 
De La Rocha 
comes out 
swinging harder 
than ever on Evil 
Empire, 
RATM's second 
release. 
He's still 
plenty pissed 
is clicked on. While Back's disc features a face with about the North 
various touch points to find bios, constantly 
changing photos and a discography, complete with 
samples. 
Although it is phenomenal work done by our 
friends at Nettwerk, the audio-only half of the 
album still holds true and strong for Puppy fans. 
Although not necessarily Industrial anymore, this 
release is more experimental and of the "science 
fiction age." You may 
want to be reading a 
William Gibson novel 
as you peruse your way 
though the discs after 
the second time. Take 
some time to experience 
it at face value the first 
time around all by itself, 
without any 
interruptions or 
distractions. It really 
will be worth it too 
delve into a dark, tainted 
world of pain and 
anger-no holds barred. 
Seemingly, the only 
problem is that, 
musically, most of it is not as hard as the other 
releases by Skinny Puppy. They must have used 
up all of the hard edged music on the past and left 
the vault void of any such thing. The remainder is 
a softer--certainly not in value-darker double 
album, the ideal ending to the Skinny Puppy 
absence. 
by rachel 
Gordon Downey harmonies. Downey is clearly 
demonstrating his vocal abilities again, as some 
might of noticed with Day for Night, and perhaps 
he should be permitted with the .twelve years of 
practice since the self titled album (has it really been 
that long?), but I still prefer the Hip without the 
accent on Downey's voice, as their material 
presented itself up to the Fully Completely 
album. The last album 
was too soft for me, just 
campfire songs, no 
moshing alowed. This 
album, is a little faster 
and harde~ but 
Downey's voice, like 
the last album, remains 
the focal point. If you 
had a difficult time 
with Downey reaching 
the high notes on the 
last album, then don't 
buy Trouble at the 
Henhouse. If you can 
handle it, and missed 
the hardness and 
increasing tempo's 
that lacked in the 
previous effort, then 
go for it. I e-mailed 
the Hip and asked about tours for this album. They 
said they were too busy to organize a third Roadside 
Attraction, and are aiming for a Vancouver 
appearance by the mid November. That's a shame; 
I've always associated summer with a Hip gig. 
by Cire Obdurate 
American 
corporate 
machine, but 
he's stretched 
south of the 
border on this 
one- just as 
America's evil 
empire has-adding the 
plight of the Mexican Zapatistas to the growing 
list of injustices that fuel his spirited rants. After a 
healthy dose of Rage, some may feel that De La 
Rocha's a tad righteous, but it's easy to forgive 
him-he comes across with genuine intensity in 
All That Jazz 
Various Artists 
Columbia/Sony 
Any collection featuring 
the music of Glenn Miller, 
Woody Herman, Sarah 
Vaughn, Louis Armstrong, 
Erroll Garner, Charlie 
Christian, Gene Krupa, Duke 
Ellington, Benny Goodman, 
Count Bassie, Harry James, 
Coleman Hawkins, Billie 
Holiday, The Andrews Sisters, 
13 
his incessant railing against the evils of North 
American culture. 
De La Rocha's isn't the best-sounding voice 
when if comes to rap, but the magic's in the 
intensity of his delivery. It doesn't hurt that he's 
backed by a stripped-to-the-core hard rock/funk 
power trio that fucking rips. 
Guitarist Tom Morello is easily one of the most 
creative players around today. He long ago passed 
on the temptation to become just another one of 
the legions of virtuosic guitar technicians like so 
many of the 
misguided metal 
freaks that the '80s 
spawned in 
quantity. Instead he 
makes thoroughly 
innovative use of 
every effect unit he 
chooses to use and 
abuse, coming up 
with sounds so 
strange and diverse 
that it's hard to 
believe they're 
coming from a 
guitar. 
RATM IS 
subversion at its 
best . The ripping 
tunes and sheer, 
angry energy of the 
band are usually 
what hook listeners at 
first. Once hooked, though, it's a safe bet that at 
least a few buzz-hungry fans will take the time to 
dig deeper into the political subtext that runs 
through RATM's material. Politicization was never 
more exciting. by Kevin Sallows 
Dizzie Gillespie, Buck Clayton, Coleman Hawkins, 
Ben Webbster & Harry 
Edison, J.J. Johnston, Dave 
Brubeck, Sarah Vaughn (or 
did I mention her already?), 
Branford Marsalis, Gerry 
Mulligan, Count Basie, 
Benny Goodman, Miles 
Davis and Aretha Franklin, 
just to name a few, is 
definitly worth picking up. 
by Trent 
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Stereolab's polished performance saves 
the night for Music West 
May 4, Commodore Ballroom 
by Paul Andrew 
There's usually at least one night 
during the MusicWest Festival when 
every band that hits the stage at a 
particular venue delivers what the 
preview~ promised they would. 
Unfortunately, this was not that kind of 
magical night when all goes well. But it 
could have been. With hyped-up 
international rockers Stereolab 
headlining the night, and Pure, who have 
already proven they are more than 
capable of pounding out an energizing 
opening set, any self-respecting music 
aficionado would think they had it made. 
But it wasn't to be. 
Let 's begin with Cinderpop, a band 
that, for the most part, held its own in 
the Ballroom but looked a little 
uncomfortabl e try ing to entertain a 
crowd eager to hear the familiar tunes 
of the aforementioned Pure. But this is 
Music West, and it's a time to enjoy and 
appreciate new bands and new music. 
It's too bad bands like Cinderpop have 
the unenviable task of playing the 
proverbial guinea pigs for soundmen 
who are in the process of finding a good 
mix so the lead vocals don't drown out 
the music and vice-versa. However, once 
this was achieved, it still sounded like 
Cinderpop's lead vocalist was matched 
up with the wrong band. His lyrics and 
poetic phrasing didn't seem to 
complement the way the rest of the band 
chewed up and spat out the chords that 
made up the song. But these guys hung 
in there and, despite the sound problems, 
played a fairly solid set of mainstream, 
radio-friendly tunes. Check them out in 
a couple of years, because if they stick 
together, they might be worth waiting 
for. 
Next up was Pure, or so we thought 
by this time, the floor at the Commodore 
was packed and the crowd was buzzing 
with anticipation. Soon the tables and all 
other standing room was more or less 
occupied. Then came the announcement 
Pure could not play because one of the 
band members was ill, and Sloan would 
be their replacement. This substitution 
wouldn't have been so bad if it wasn't 
for the fact that Sloan appeared to be there was a sense of apprehension in the 
completely unprepared to fill the void air prior to Stereolab's entrance, and 
left by Pure. Even if you consider Pure's cancellation didn't help the mood 
Sloan's reputation as a recording act either. But, Stereo lab delivered what was 
rather than a 
touring act, 
there is no 
excuse for 
the sloppy, 
lacklustre 
performance 
by these 
guys. When 
Stereolab showed Vancouver 
they deserve to play a room 
like the Commodore 
t h e 
frontmen started calling out chord-
changes to each other, it became obvious 
there was no song-list or rehearsal for 
this one-time gig. Kudos to Sloan for 
filling in at the last minute, but the 
promoters of this show would have been 
better off moving right into Stereo lab's 
performance. 
Stereolab was the one highlight of 
what should have been an evening of 
excellent music. But being relatively 
new to Vancouver's live music fans, 
promised by the strong reviews of their 
past performances. Their two-keyboard 
attack had most of the Commodore's 
patrons momentarily dazzled. It was a. 
joy to see a professional band perform 
the way they are supposed to perform. 
Stereolab's no-nonsense, breakneck 
pace blew away the other bands at this 
show. Why? Because these guys were 
ready to play. They came prepared, and 
they showed Vancouver they deserve to 
play a room like the Commodore. Their 
At Odds 
music has a rich mix of vocal harmony 
and keyboard-heavy flavouring, with the 
guitar and the bass behind the two 
women keyboard players, rather than in · 
front, where most bands usually place 
their guitar players. Another good thing 
about Stereo lab was their set lasted over 
an hour. And it had to, because many of 
their songs break the traditional three 
and a half minute barrier of mainstream 
music. A diverse and eclectic band, it's 
no wonder Stereolab played the second 
stage at last year's Lollapalooza. They'll 
probably headline next. 
If there is any knock against this band, 
it would be their zombie-like stage 
presence. Every member of the band 
stood rock-still for the entire 
performance, and their designated lead 
singer didn ' t change the expression on 
her face throughout their performance. 
Weird. But, like the other two bands on 
this triple-bill there 's no written rule in 
rock and roll that says musicians have 
to conform to pre-conceived 
expectations. 
Big Sugar 
Come back, baby! 
by becca 
Concert du jour at the Commodore 
by rachel 
As the patient crowd waited through the opening 
act of Mike Something-or-other (damned if anyone 
can remember his name), The Rattled Roosters and 
Big Sugar were getting ready for the performance 
many Music West delegates were looking forward to. 
Vancouver's own favourite rockabilly group, The 
Rattled Roosters, did duty as opening act, getting the 
crowd excited and dancing before the headlining band 
took to the stage. They delivered plenty of groovy, 
well known tunes, and lots of new ones as well. 
However, the crowd was not a Roosters crowd, it 
was definitely an audience waiting for Big Sugar. 
Continuing the new found appeal of rockabilly 
that this band mastered a few years ago, Big Sugar 
fans tested the new Commodore dance floor and 
proved that it was well worth the money invested 
in the renovation. With the venue being as packed 
as it was, it was definitely a fun and exciting show. 
Big Sugar managed to get the audience moving 
and wooed the crowd with the ever famous line from 
their biggest hit, "Come back baby/ I wish you 
would." Well, baby, you're welcome back to this 
Vancouver crowd anytime! 
The directors of the Douglas College Alumni Association invite our 
valued members and guests to attend the Annual General Meeting 
on June 24, 1996. 
Keynot e speaker: Judy Johnson 
VIRTUALLY REALITY 
Is there life after graduation? 
A successful entrepreneur, Judy Johnson has an extensive background in 
business management, public speaking and fund raising. Her sound 
business-sense and problem-solving skills led her to establish the fourth 
largest medical service bureau in the province which she sold after only 18 
months for a modest profit. She now provides consulting, training and 
support for start-up and established businesses and is active as a volunteer. 
Is there life after graduation? Find out on June 24th. 
your . 
INVITation 
to attend 
~[ill 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
DATE 
June 24, 1996 
LOCATION 
Douglas Room (beside deli) 
REFRESHMENTS 
seven pm 
KEYNOTE SP~AKER 
seven th1rty pm 
RSVP 
Christine 525-1307 
With their last full show before going 
back into the studio to make another 
album, the Odds left a great taste in the 
mouth of the audience. 
After their last album, the Odds 
fan base grew even wider than with their 
first two albums, but this Commodore 
crowd wanted to taste the favourites 
from anything the band could cook up. 
Surprisingly enough, the audience really 
enjoyed the new savoury songs the Odds 
offered for the evening, giving the band 
a bit of reassurance on what the 
upcoming menu lists. 
They opened with one of their most 
popular tunes, 'It Falls Apart.' The full 
set list in<(luded goodies such as ~Car 
Crash Love, 'Eat My Brain,' and 
'Wendy Under the Stars.' There were 
plenty of cheesy sentiments such as "this 
is dedicated to the woman I love." The 
song that got the most enthusiasm was 
written about most of the males in BC, 
'Heterosexual Man,' although it wasn't 
quite the same without the spices of the 
Kids In the Hall, as in the video. 
One thing is for sure, this band likes 
to jam. For the encore, the band jammed 
in between verses of 'Love is the 
Subject, ' keeping the mouths of the 
audience watering for more. 
The May 17 sold out concert was a 
full show with the Odds, but the crowd 
entertained the pleasure of seeing 
Mystery Machine and Mudgirl as the 
opening bands . During the Mystery 
Machine set, a broken drumstick flew 
through the air, nearly taking out a 
couple of eyes out as it went around the 
room like the guided missiles in the 
Road Runner cartoons. Mystery 
Machine is also tantalizing the thought 
of another album. 
The bands were comfortable enough 
not to have a barricade at the stage, 
though there were a few idiots who 
abused that and were escorted off the 
stage. Nothing new in the concert world. 
A tasty show, packed with lots of 
vitamins and protein, and even a few 
tangy joke-ballads for all to enjoy- ., 
yum! 
Eric Milner Photo 
Bloomsday benefit a blast 
efit concert successful 
Restoring faith • • In mUSIC 
The Dave Matthews Band takes Opie by surprise 
by LB. Green 
On Wednesday, May 15, the 
Commodore Ballroom was packed to the 
rafters with people waiting to groove to 
the sublime sounds created by the 
eclectic quintet known as the Dave 
Matthews Band. American kids drove 
across the 49th parallel in cars packed 
as much as eight people tight. They 
planned to skip the next day of school 
because they knew what was in store for 
the night. 
Forgive my ignorance, but before the 
concert I had seen Dave Matthews and 
his band perform once on television. 
They were good enough to spark some 
interest but nothing could have prepared 
me for the concert I was about to go 
through. holy fuckin' shit, can that guy 
play! Excuse me, can those guys ever 
play. I have never experienced a concert 
in which the performers so successfully 
tried to completely drain the crowd of 
all the energy they carne with. The five 
musicians, including bass player, guitar 
player, drummer, fiddle player, and a 
hom player who plays everything from 
sax to clarinet, must run marathons in 
their spare time. They played one 2 hour 
set and a 30 minute encore, with more 
energy than a Richard Simmons 
infomercial. 
Dave Matthews is a member of a 
growing fraternity of bands which are 
slowly and at long last helping the 90s 
music scene evolve. Bands such as No 
Doubt, Blues Traveller, The Tragically 
Hip and Phish are putting music into 
their music. Not over-produced, three-
chord, teeny-bopper trash geared 
towards people with memories that 
allow them to remember only five 
minutes of their total lives. 
The quality sound of these bands is a 
growing trend started by bands who 
know what it is like to play the road. 
Following in the tradition of Jeny Garcia 
and the Grateful Dead; Matthews and his 
band are so tight that any given night 
their performance could be recorded and 
put to disk. They feed off of one another. 
They improvise at every opportunity and 
play to the crowd's emotions. 
This band and their skill is the product 
of years of devotion. They aren't a flash 
! in the pan. They know how to play music " 
and entertain using their art. They don't 
have to put across an image in order to 
gain popularity, a difference that makes 
the Dave Matthews Band great. If you 
have seen them before then you know 
what I'm talking about. If you haven't, 
make sure you do. It will change your 
expectations for live shows for the better. 
Assuming, of course, you don't die of 
dehydration in the process. 
.. ,~~-~ 11~ ~· ~8},, 
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our luffiv toy§; bed §canner, negative §canner, a dark 
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nomeansno 
15 
Nomeansno, 
undoubtedly responsible 
for placing Vancouver on 
the "quality" punk rock 
map for Vancouver years 
ago, put on another solid 
show for the die bards, 
May 29. Although all the 
advertising in town were 
misspelled with 
''Norneansso," and being 
on a Wednesday night, The 
Commodore still bounced 
with all those faithful and 
in the 'know.' With a new 
release <>ut, titiled 
World hood of the "World 
as Such." Victoria's 
Nomeansno should have a 
full tour will beginning 
soon, but don't expect them 
back for a year. 
... 
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A yingl mit a Spike & Mike's 1996 
Festival of Animation I yingl hot epes a 
Ridge Theatre, Friday's, Saturday's, Sundays until June 23 
by Peter T. Chattaway 
:1 }tam ~11 
It's not the sort of thing an animation 
aficianado wants to admit, but if you 
arriveaabout 70 minutes late for the 
latest offering from the Spike & Mike 
franchise, you wouldn't have missed 
a whole lot. This is the first Festival to 
be compiled without any input from 
Mike, who died of pancreatic cancer 
before last year's tour could get 
underway, and at times one can't help 
but think that he took most of the 
talent-scouting smarts with him. There 
is good news, though: even if you 
missed the first 70 minutes, the 
remaining show would still be worth 
the price of admission. 
It's not that the films on display this 
year are bad, per se. "But with few 
exceptions, they feel like lacklustre 
experiments in technique, with no soul 
- dare I say animus? - to make them 
truly come alive . At times I was 
reminded of those late-19th century 
filmstrips in which naked people 
walked back and forth, up and down 
stairs, and every now and then flung a 
javelin at somebody. Interesting 
studies in motion. to be sure, but after 
a while you want something more: a 
story, say, or a hint of personality. 
Some of the lazier offenders in this 
regard are the "pet'' cartoons. 
Watching Three After Thoughts, 
Sophie, and Fluffy (whose Tinker-Toy 
anatomy is anything but) is like 
watching someone else' s home 
c: 
0 
• • 
movies: "They're cute," you say· ever so 
pOlitely, but you hope they don't see how 
uninteresting it was to anyone outside 
the family (though Sophie's opening 
pun, "Filmed in litterbox format," is 
kinda nifty), 
A few works suffer from overlength. 
Beatniks might get a kick <>ut ofWilliam 
Burroughs' turn as narrator of the 
disjointed post-apocalyptic Ah Pook Is 
Here, though I found his tirades against 
"stupid greedy ugly American death 
suckers" wore thin. Wats Pig fares 
better, making clever use of the split-
screen effect to tell its separated-at-birth 
tale of nobles and peasants. Bill 
Plympton riffs on his Nose Hair for 
seven minutes, which is fine if you like 
his stuff (and I do), but those who 
haven't acquired a taste for his 
minimalistic approach will likely be 
bored. 
Some of the choicest selections last 
no more than one or two minutes. 
Kebabaluba is a maddeningly brief 
introduction to a Turkish donair vendor; 
no sooner have we warmed up to him 
than the tale ends. Passages builds on 
the shifting-scenery gimmick by ripping 
its paper background into drifting Arctic 
floes that the band-drawn characters 
mustnavigate.And then there's Pacifier. 
Sharp stuff. And, along with the 
delightful Gagarin (in which a 
caterpillar tries to fly before its time), a 
welcome sign that animators in the 
~~):~ 
former Eastern Bloc have learned to 
lighten up. , 
Do Nothin '1ill YOu Hear from Me, iJl 
which a saxophone and Duke Ellington'~ 
trumpet vie for the love of asultty violinJ. 
is a welcome reprieve from the stodgie; 
works surrounding it. And although Tlf~ 
End starts off as a sophomoriq 
philosophy wankfest ("As a work of 
fiction, I can create my own ending!')~ 
it ultimately feels more alive and Jes$ 
ponderous than some of the other stuft 
on display. ' 
All that, of course, is but a prelude tq 
A Close Shave, Nick Parle's long•awaited, 
follow-up to The Wrong Trousers. Th~ 
signs of sequelitis are beginning to s~ 
- A Close Shave rushes into its plot and, 
relies on bigger, splashier effects thari 
itspredecessor- butWaUace & Gromil, 
still offer the most entertaining mix of 
James Bond stunts, buddy-buddy 
humour, and absurd Rube Goldberg 
devices {check out the porridge canno# 
and their bungee-jumping window! 
washing service). And just to makJ 
things even more interesting, Wallacti 
may have found the love of his life in. 
Wendolene Ramsbottom. But the 
towering, villainous bulldog is just a tad, 
obvious, and emblematic of this 
Festival's misguided emphasis o~ 
mechanicS' over soul. Park got mor~ 
ironic menace out of a penguin's beapyj 
eyed blink than this cyborg brute rou14 
::~ ever give. ::~}. 
The Celluloid Closet of Yiddish film 
by B.C. Allen 
Recently I was the victim of one of 
those Artsy Fartsy "Let's dissect a film, 
see how it makes us feel and then go for 
Latte Mochas and decaf Americanos." 
Thanks Rachel! 
To be honest, I don't know the first 
thing about Yiddish film, especially any 
gay and lesbian subtext in it. I wasn't 
sure what to expect, maybe some 
hidden meaning in that which we 
see everyday. Let's face it, almost 
everyone has seen a film or two 
and how many see it for what it -
is really worth? There is always 
something hiding, like the 
erection in Disney's Aladdin. 
And who could miss the lusty 
puppet love between Bert and 
Ernie? 
The focus for the evening was 
on various Yiddish films, such as 
Yidl Mit Fidl , Amerikaner 
Shadkhn and Der Vilner Shtot-
Khazn . Both Yidl Mit Fidl and 
Der Viln er Shtot-Khazn were 
filmed entirely in Yiddish in 
Eastef!!. Europe, so were a bit 
more difficult to follow. 
Amerikaner Shadkhn(American 
Matchmaker) was filmed in New 
York and is well known for its 
music. 
what Eve Sicular (researcher and 
historian) presented about the films . 
Unfortunately Eve Sicular has left 
Vancouver as has her presentation. 
However, if you hear of any events of 
this sort, I encourage you to give it a 
chance- you might learn something. 
Being unfamiliar with the 
Yiddish culture, I can only trust Yivo Institute for Jewish Research Photo 
l[1r ][§ Y<O)lU[]~ <ClLA§§l[lFlUElD>§! lU[§lE l[1r! 
••••• personals :\1}\ 'ERTISl-.: I~ TilE OP! 
I 
SINGLE LESBIAN FEMALE -exercise / Sports 
seeking new womyn for casual and 
individuals; - EDUCATION -
volunteers needed to deliver child 
abuse education and information in 
schools and community centres. 
Able to relate to parenting and child 
abuse issues. Orientation starts 
September 3rd, 1996; - ESCORT -
escort residents from their rooms to 
onsite dental office. Must be 
physically fit, independent, patient 
and enjoy working with seniors. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION on 
these or other volunteer 
opportunities, please contact the 
Burnaby Volunteer Centre at 294-
5533. 
serious dating fun. I'm a playful 
romantic who's into close, intimate, 
non-sexual touching and I'm the 
new breed of lesbian who loves to 
be both butch anct'femme. Looking 
for same plus someone who is free 
to be humorous, outrageous, wild 
and woolly, physical, wants to be fit 
with "me," philosophical and 
optimistic. If you like what you 
read, find it interesting and want to 
be with me, then reply to Box #88. 
• • • buy and sell 
NEED STUFF TO BUY? SAY SO 
IN THE OTHER PRESS! 
NEED TO GET SOME STUFF? 
SAY SO IN THE OTHER PRESS! 
•••••• business 
AVON Great Gifts for ALL 
occasions available. Phone: 805-
1022. 
STUDENT COMPUTER SALES. 
TAl CHI CLASSES start June 14th. 
Small group classes are held in 
morning, afternoon and evening 
throughout the lower mainland. No 
experience is necessary. I have 23 
years of experience teaching Tai Chi, 
Yoga and Meditation. Call Wayne 
at 438-9494 for more information. 
Want to practise a great sport? Join 
the JUDO CLUB. Practices are 
Tuesday 7:30pm to IOpm, Thursday 
7:30pm to !Opm and Saturday 2pm 
to 4pm. Room 1313. I weeks free 
trial. $60 for 3 months or $25 per 
•••••••• jobs 
month. NO JOBS AVAILABLE!!?!?! See 
the special Student Placement Job 
Board section for more job 
• • • • • • tutoring selections! 
Need help in Conversation and 
Pronunciation? ESL TUTORING is 
available on evenings and weekends 
in New Westminster (near the 
Columbia Skytrain Station) . 
Individual and Group sessions and I 
have flexible rates. Call Rick Orser 
at 525-3851 . 
--------------------
NEED A JOB! ?!?! SO DOES 
EVERYONE ELSE. SAY SO IN 
THE OTHER PRESS! 
• student placement 
job board 
Pentium 75 systems for $1500.00, • • • • volunteers 
Pentium I 00 for $1600.00, Pentium 
INTERNAL FUND-RAISING 
STRATEGIST RESEARCHER -
Full Time summer employment, 10 
weeks duration start from June I Oth. 
Contact Student Placement Office 
Room 2710. 
120 for $1700.00, Pentium 133 for 
$1800.00 or UPGRADE 
COMPUTERS. 2 years warranty on 
parts & 3 years on labour. For more 
information, call 279-1866 or fax 
279-186 7. contact Leeanna Tso, 
Wes-Micro Electronic. 
EVER WANTEDTOMODELFOR 
FUN? Ever wish you had a decent 
photograph of yourself? Well, 
you're in luck. Eric, the Photo Co. 
for The Other Press, wants you. No 
Fees! Just your time. Male/Female, 
long, short, skinny or fat, clothed, 
nude or otherwise. Drop a note in 
my mailbox at The Other Press 
Room or phone 424-1454. You'll 
be glad you did it next millennium. 
THINK THE SALESPERSON IS 
RIPPING YOU OFF? Well they 
probably are! Beat the salesperson! 
The Other Press' Michael Pierre aka 
Phoenix is here to help ya! I 
specialize in IBM compatible 
computers and minor in Apple 
Macintosh platforms. Leave a 
message in my mailbox at the Other 
Press, Room I 020, or e-mail the 
Phoenix at phoenix@yonet.org. 
COMPUTER PROBLEMS? The 
Phoenix is back to help you! I even 
use Windows 95 at home so I know 
the problems! FREE Consultation! 
Affordable prices for computer 
repair. Leave a message in my 
mailbox at the Other Press, Room 
I 020, or e-mail the Phoenix at 
phoenix@yonet.org. 
Volunteers are needed at PLANNED 
PARENTHOOD'S BIRTH FACULITY SUPERVISOR I 
CONTROL clinics in New 
Westminster, Coquitlam and Port 
Coquitlam. Interested individuals 
can register for a Basic training 
course to be held on 3 Tuesday 
evenings beginning Tuesday may 
28th, at the New Westminster Health 
Unit, 537 Carnarvon St. The cost of 
the course is $20.00. Contact the 
Education Office at 521-5122 for 
further information or to register. 
ATTENDANT- Part Time Summer, 
Requires own transportation, 
Location Richmond, Fax 241-4663 
or hand deliver resume, deadline 
June 14th, 1996. P- 3701. 
MARKET RESEARCHERS - Part 
Time, Location: Vancouver, Fax 
resume at 681-0427, deadline June 
14th, 1996. p- 3706. 
BURNABY VOLUNTEER CHILD CARE WORKER 
CENTRE Public Service 
Announcement Sample Volunteer 
Oppurtunities available through the 
Burnaby Volunteer Centre: 
CHILDCARE - various positions in 
childcare available with Living Faith 
Community. These positions are: 
Childcare Escort, Activity leaders, 
Special needs childcare, etc. Please 
call for more information; -OFFICE 
I GENERAL - various positions 
available in office I general with 
Living Faith Community. There are 
positions as Office Assistant, 
Employment services clerk, Crisis 
Councellor, Kitchen Leader & 
Janitorial; - VISITOR - provide 
personal and friendly contact to 
individuals with Multiple Sclerosis. 
Must be friendly and trustworthy; -
ACTIVITY LEADER - assist 
groups with outings & help prepare 
and do some cooking at BBQs. 
Must be mature, responsible and 
comfortable with Special needs 
Permanent, Part Time, require : 
E.C.E. training from Douglas 
College, Location: Vancouver, Fax 
resume at 451-119I, deadline June 
14th, 1996. p - 3692. 
FOOD & BEVERAGE VENDORS 
- Permanent, Part Time, Location: 
Vancouver, By telephone only, 
Monday to Friday, !O:OOam to 
4:00pm, Phone: 661-7282, deadline 
June 7th, 1996. P - 3686. 
RETAIL DEMONSTRATOR -
Permanent, "On-Call", Location: 
Burnaby, Mail or Fax 444-4509, 
deadline June 7th, 1996. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION on 
these .or more jobs availble through 
the Douglas College Student 
Placement Job Board, contact the 
Douglas College Student Placement 
Office or check out the Student 
Placement Job Board across from 
the Studnet Placement Office. 
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USE students, staff, faculty --FREE • for-profit 
businesses - $1 0 for 
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SEND the other press, room 1020 douglas college, 
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Thought of gettl.ng 
your piano tuned? Experien~ed ~iano 
turner offer reasonable pr::. ~:e and 
q.ive good advi-ce for your pLano . 
maintenance. call 258-9012 Chery ..t. 
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World University ~~· 
Service of Canada ~,J 
(WUSC) 
Get Involved! 
I 
Do you want to make a positive 
difference locally and globally? 
Do you want to link with overseas 
opportunities? 
1 Are you interested in achieving fair 
treatment for others - not just in your 
community but throughout the world? 
Make a move! 
Get together with like-minded people 
on your university or college campus 
and join a WUSC Local Committee to 
open up a whole new world! 
Contact WUSC 
Development Education 
at 1-800-267-8699 
1404 Scott Street 
P.O. Box 3000, Stn. C. 
Ottawa, Ontario Kl Y 4M8 
deved@wusc.ca 
·-. 
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
POSITION: OMBUDSPERSON 
HONORARIUM: $300.00 BI-WEEKLy 
REQUIREMENTS: 
• G.P.A. of 2.5 Minimum 
• Good knowledge of D.C.S.S. 
Constitution/Bylaws 
• Must have attended at least 
one semester at Douglas College 
• Confidentiality a must 
• Ability to make fair and just decisions. 
TERM OF OFFICE; SEPT 1/96 • AUG 31/97 
APPLY IN PERSON TO ROOM 2780 
DEADLINE 4:00pm, June 18, 1996 
DOUGLASCOLLEGESTUDENTSOCmTY 
June 1996 
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ofThe Other Press ... 
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Planetariu1n-lnter-Urban Cycle 
(35KtT1 or 25ktT1) 
by Richard von Kleist 
Cycling in Vancouver and the Lower 
Mainland can be a fun and exhilarating 
experience not to mention an excellent 
form of exercise. The city offers many 
enjoyable routes for cyclists6some 
physically challenging- others 
affording a more leisurely ride. Spring 
has sprung, summeris just around the 
comer, itis time to get out your bike and 
start cycling! 
The route I'll map out for you is 
designed for intermediate cyclists. By 
intermediate, I mean cyclists who have 
experience with longer-(35km and over) 
rides and who are in reasonable physical 
condition. More advanced cyclists and 
beginners can benefit from this route as 
well. I'll direct you from Douglas 
College, but you can pick up the route 
anywhere along the way or reverse the 
route if your starting-off point is nearer 
the end. 
Begin by cycling up the dreaded hill 
of 8th Street in New Westminster. I know 
what you're thinking-a ride that begins 
with a killer hill, forget it. But hang in 
there, it will get better as we go along-
! promise. Cycle along 8th Street until 
you get to I Oth Avenue. Tum left on I Oth 
Avenue. Cycle along I Oth and tum right 
on Kingsway. Once on Kingsway, cycle 
to Royal Oak in Burnaby. Tum left on 
Royal Oak and cycle about 2 blocks to 
Imperial Street. Tum right on Imperial. 
You'll be heading downhill for quite 
some distance. Cycle along Imperial, 
crossing Patterson Avenue. You will 
notice Central Park on your right. 
Second only to Stanley Park in size, 
Central Park is a coastal forest oasis in 
the middle of an urban setting. It features 
a par three, 18 hole,. pitch and putt golf 
course (club rentals are available), an 
outdoor swimming pool (opening every 
year on the Victoria Day long weekend), 
Swangard stadium, horseshoe pits, two 
ponds (home to various species of water 
fowl and aquatic life), and miles of trails 
for walking, jogging, or cycling. 
Cycle past Boundary Road- Imperial 
Street changes into 49th Avenue once 
you cross Boundary. Keep on going 
along 49th Avenue until you reach 
Victoria Drive. Tum right on Victoria 
Drive. You 'II notice a myriad of ethnic 
shops and businesses on either side of 
you. Many of these shops are specialty 
grocery stores offering tasty delights 
from around the world. 
Cycle to 33rd Avenue and tum left. 
Follow 33rd past Main Street. As you 
cross Main Street, 33rd will tum into 
Midlothian Avenue. Nat Bailey Stadium, 
home of the Vancouver Canadians 
Baseball Club, will be on your right and 
Queen Elizabeth Park will be on your 
left. Here you may wish to cycle up 
Queen Elizabeth Park where you'll 
discover the Bloedel Conservatory, 
Seasons Restaurant, public tennis courts, 
and another pitch and putt golf course. 
The view from the top is spectacular and 
well worth the extra effort 
Continue aiong Midlothian, cycle to 
Cambie Street and tum right. Follow 
Cambie a short distance to King Edward. 
Tum left at King Edward and follow this 
street to Granville Street. Just a short 
distance from King Edward and Cambie 
(about haifa block) at 587 King Edward 
you 'II see one of the more unique houses 
in the city. This house has been called 
the Mushroom House and architecturally 
resembles an English country cottage. 
Tum right on Granville. Stay with 
Granville and tum left on 16th Avenue. 
Cycle along 16th until you come to 
Burrard Street. Tum right on Burrard 
following it down to 4th Avenue. Tum 
left on 4th and cycle one block to 
Cypress Street- tum right here. Follow 
-Cypress crossing Cornwall Avenue. On 
the northeast comer of Cornwall and 
Cypress is a strip mall where Siegle's 
Bagels is located. Stop in and pick up a 
fresh-baked bagel still hot from Siegle's 
brick ovens. 
Follow along Cypress to Greer. Tum 
right at Greer, then about one block later, 
tum left on Chestnut. The Planetarium 
is located here and is a good spot for a 
rest stop. 
Enjoy the Planetarium, have lunch, or 
walk around Vanier Park, where, if it's a 
breezy day, you may see people flying 
kites. The Plimetarium site also features 
the Vancouver Archives, the Vancouver 
Museum which boasts an exhibit 
depicting the history of the city, and the 
Academy of Music . Check out the 
Maritime Museum which is also in this 
area. 
To return, follow Chestnut to Greer, 
then Greer to Burrard. Tum right on 
Burrard and cycle along until you reach 
16th Avenue. Take 16th to Cambie Street 
and cycle back up to Midlothian. Tum 
left on Midlothian and retrace the route 
back to the college 
This route is a good way to experience 
Island Exploration 
by Miguel Strother 
Every now and then I am reminded 
of what a beautiful place British 
Columbia is. After moving from the 
Rocky Mountains ofBanffl felt I would 
be hard pressed to find a location any 
more diverse and majestic. 
Although the rolling green hills of the 
Coastal Mountains will never compare 
to the powerful peaks of the Rocky 
Mountains, it is widely 
known that BC is home to the 
most diverse bit of 
geography in Canada. Along 
with the dozens of 
recreational and competitive 
athletic activities available in 
the North Shore and Coastal 
Mountains, the Paci fie 
Ocean presents its 
worshipers with the 
opportunity. to take 
advantage of everything 
from World class sea 
kayaking to salmon fishing. 
Over the May long 
weekend this land lubber was 
introduced to the wonderful 
world of sailing in BC by 
some long time sailing 
fanatics. Captain Tom 
Gartner, a salty old Scottish 
dawg with a voice that 
bellows over the loudest of 
crashing waves, his family, 
and trusty vessel Powamis 
were my hosts on my first 
seaward expedition. 
Although our time together was brief, I 
was given an opportunity to see how 
much the secrets of the pacific coast are 
appreciated by so many British 
Columbians. 
The quaint shores of Newcastle 
Island provided us with harbor for the 
evening. Newcastle is just one of 
hundreds of islands within a day's sail 
of Vancouver and is graced with some 
well groomed recreational hiking trails 
and a fresh water lake in the middle of 
the island. 
The Island, directly across from the 
port city ofNaniamo, is home to many 
types of wildlife including deer, (which 
I'm told make a nightly appearance), 
scores of rabbits (where there is one 
there is a million) and, the coup de grace, 
a nest of bald eagles. Wildlife of a 
· different variety can be seen on the deck 
of the Dingy Dock, a floating pub 
seconds away from the harbour by small 
craft. 
This Island may not be the spot for 
students looking for the enlightenment 
of the great outdoors (sail boats cost a 
lot of money nowadays) but it is perfect 
getaway for families. From what I am 
told, however, there are literally 
hundreds of islands that are easily 
accessible and are capable of providing 
the discomforts that all you roughnecks 
out there want to be exposed to. A wide 
variety of islands can be reached by BC 
ferry service if you can' Lconvince 
somebody to lend you their sailboat for 
the weekend. 
After enjoying a peaceful 
evening, complete with a 
gourmet potluck supper put 
· together by crew members of 
various vessels docked in the 
same harbour, Captain Gartner 
took us out into open water. 
We set sail for Port Moody. 
Over the eight hours trip we 
were exposed to the green 
rolling hills of Gibsons and 
Bowen Island, the jutting 
slopes of Stanley Park's 
Prospect Point and the 
playfulness of porpoises 
which followed our wake 
across the straight. 
Along with these 
aesthetically pleasing sights 
and landmarks, the members 
of the Powamis crew provided 
me with some practical sea-
fairing skills. These included 
learning how to correctly flush 
the "head" and the true value 
of the fisherman's friend. 
All in all my first experience 
at sea was completely 
exhilarating! I am now thoroughly 
convinced that BC is truly the most 
beautiful place in the world and dedicate 
any free time I have to finding treasures 
like that of Newcastle Island. I strongly 
recommend exploring one ofBC's many 
different Islands to anybody who hasn't 
already done so. For anybody who may 
find exploring interesting phone 663-
6000(tourism BC) for more information. 
some of the sights and sounds of 
Vancouver. It's an urban ride, so 
remember to apply all safety rules and 
traffic laws . On any cycle it is 
recommended that you wear a cycling 
helmet. Your bike should be in good 
working order and I recommend that 
you pack the following items with you 
at all times: 2 small crescent wrenches, 
a tire patching kit, a spoke wrench, a 
set of tire irons, a pump, and a tire 
pressure gauge. Always carry a water 
bottle filled with water or an electrolyte 
based beverage. Dehydration is not fun 
and will quickly end your cycle trip. Do 
not carry a backpack. The weight from 
a backpack will cause an uneven weight 
distribution. This will slow you down 
and impede your progress. If you must 
carry additional items, invest in a set of 
panniers (saddle bags). 
Remember there is no shame or 
disgrace in stopping along the way. It's 
perfectly acceptable to dismount your exhausted you can make mistakes that 
bike and walk up a steep hill. Don't kill can be injurious or fatal. Take it easy. 
yourself. Fatigue is the number one Maintain a steady cadence in your 
enemy of cyclists- when you are 
/ 
Mr. Donair 
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CALGARY & 
EDMONTON 
$60-$70 
KAMLOOPS 
KELOWNA 
BANFF 
one way 
dally rides 
24.00 
28.00 
58.00 
for information and reservations 
call toll free 
1-888-500-4900 
(604) 708-3691 
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DC Boxing: Lookin' to 
kick so•,·e ass 
by Miguel Strother 
Blood slowly trickling from a jagged 
swollen nose that is no stranger to the 
tear-jerking pain ofbeing broken. Hours 
of sit-ups which leave the masochistic 
individual bent double in pain for twenty 
minutes after the last repetition is 
finished. ,S;:.an;fully calculated meals 
documenting every calorie taken in. 
These are just several of the hundreds 
of ntuals whtch are involved with the 
sport of boxing. one of the worlds most 
demanding athletic activities. 
Over boxmg 's long life span the sport 
has e\ olved (or devolved, depending on 
your opinion) from men slugging it out 
bare handed in the centre of the town 
square, to the hype of massive 
promotional schemes which help 
fighters and their "managers" make 
hundreds of millions of dollars. 
When picturing a boxer, it is fair to 
say that most people imagine a massive, 
muscle bound, Cro-Magnon looking 
man, who spends most of his time away 
from the ring shopping for cheesy gold 
ornamentation to add to an already 
extravagant collectiOn. This is an image 
that is, like the sport of boxing, changing. 
On the campus of DC, the student 
body is blessed with one of the only 
college boxing programs in the country. 
Coached by the incomparable Winnie 
Schell, the boxing program has drawn 
interest from all types of individuals. 
Policemen and firemen trying to stay in 
peak physical condition, students trying 
to rid themselves of pent up mid-
semester aggression and individuals who 
are simply trying to build the confidence 
necessary to walk from the college to 
the skytrain station alone. 
Several of the most prized in Schells 
stable of developing fighters are women. 
This too is a new phenomenon in the 
sport of boxing. In this growing age of 
sexual equality it should suprise no one 
that many woman are attracted to the 
aggressiveness of contact sports such as 
boxing. Woman have traditionally been 
bound to sports like tennis and ringene, 
but with programs such as the co-ed 
boxing program that Schelt has put 
together, women are given the 
opportunity that men have been blessed 
with for so many years; the right to 
pound the snot out of one another for 
fun. 
For those of you who have a hard time 
accepting this image of women, you'd 
better adjust soon. On the undercard of 
the last Mike Tyson fight, two finely-
tuned female killing machines Christy 
"The Coal Minors Daughter" Martin and 
"Dangerous" Diedre Gogarty, easily put 
Out and about 
by Trent Ernst 
Need a break from routine? The hassle 
of classes four days a week getting to 
you? Why not take a day to get out and 
about outdoors. 
The hardest part of getting 
out in Vancouver is picking a 
place to go. There are literally 
thousands of trails that weave 
around and through the 
Lower :vtamland, many of 
them unmarked and 
uncharted. 
I discovered one such trail 
on a ramy afternoon in May. 
Following the northern crest 
of Burnaby Mountain down 
from SFU offered an easy, 
secluded hike within the 
Burnaby Cny limits. This is 
a good hike to start the season 
or ifyou'rcJUSt looking to get 
away for a couple of hours. 
The entire trail runs downhill, 
so there is little stress on the 
system. 
a brightly children's playground. 
Welcome to Burnaby Mountain Park, 
which has one of the nicest, most 
accessible views of the city this side of 
Catching one of a dozen or 
so buses that head up to 
S'foo, walk north to 
University Drive (just past 
the bus loop) and tum left. On 
the north side of the road a 
small, unpromismg rut slowly 
grows into a full-fledged trail. 
J\t the point where this 
transition is fully realized, the 
trail swings away from the 
road and heads into the forest. 
The tratl divides shortly 
Geology nuts, this is NOT SFU. 
after it enters the bushes. One path Cyprus. Looking south you can see 
doubles back, one continues Burnaby, Vancouver, New West...on a 
northwesterly. Keep heading northwest. clear night you'll swear that you can see 
(Lower down the slope the trail divides the ferry terminal atTsawassen. Looking 
a couple more times. Always head north otTers a picturesque view of the 
northwest.) Burrard Inlet, Indian Arm and Belcarra 
J\fter a few minutes of walking, just Park. Watch for boats in the Inlet below, 
as you start to think you've made it away looking vaguely unreal from this high 
from civilization, you will come across up. 
on the most entertaining fight if the 
night. After six rounds of brain jarring 
blows the judges decided in favor of 
Christy Martin. This victory brought 
her to the center stage of the sporting 
community forcing her into a wide 
variety of public appearances and a 
place on the cover of Sports 
Illustrated. · 
If women continue to take an 
interest in the sport, then the fights can 
only get better and more entertaining. 
The more entertaining they are, the 
more fans they will draw. The more 
fans, the more money and where there 
is money there are promoters with 
shark like instincts wanting to use the 
blood of the fighters, men or women, 
to make MORE MONEY. 
The sport is having some very 
positive effects on women within DC. 
Long time athlete Ruby Isaac has Just 
started the sport and is most definitely 
hooked. Every day of the week, before 
rushing otT to work, Isaac puts in time 
with Schell with the hopes that her skills 
may one day put her in the ring at a 
competitive level. Isaac, however, is not 
concerned with the new up-scale image 
of boxing. Isaac simply loves how 
physically demanding the sport is. "I 
used to play soccer at a competitive 
If you like, boot about the park for a 
while. If you've brought something to 
eat, the grassy field that surrounds the 
rather odd looking totem poles (actually, 
they are a form of Japanese 
sculpture) is a great spot for a 
picnic. 
When you're ready to keep 
moving, follow the north fence 
down the hill where it plunges 
into the forest again. From here 
on in the hike is pretty well self 
explanatory. The day I hiked it, 
there were some signs of life 
(including bike tracks), but I 
encountered no one else on this 
part of the trail, save for my 
hiking companion. Take it slow 
and easy. This is not a 
challenging hike, but one to 
revel in the stillness of nature 
and marvel that you are still 
inside city limits. 
The trail ends rather abruptly 
as you are spit out onto a North 
Burnaby back street. If you keep 
heading northwest (more north 
than west, as the roads allow) 
you will quickly find your way 
to Hastings Street. Catch a bus 
from here. If you took a vehicle 
up the hill instead of the bus, you 
can either tum around and walk 
back up the hill, or catch a bus 
back up the hill. You are better 
served to leave the car at home. 
If you have biked up to SFU 
and down, note the "No Bikes" 
sign posted at the bottom of the trail. 
Whoops. Oh well. 
Know of any good hiking/boating/ 
fishing/camping/swimming spots? Want 
toshare 'em withafewthousandofyour 
closest schoolmates? Write about it! 
Contact Miguel Strother or Trent Ernst 
at the OP. Room 1020, Douglas College, 
New Westminster. 
level, but I haven't had as much time 
for it as oflate. I played on the weekend 
and was amazed at how much my 
stamina has improved." She credits her 
new found stamina to the physically 
demanding daily boxing work outs. 
Unfortunately, the sport is still in the 
growth stage for women and getting 
fights wi II continue to be hard for 
Day Trips frorn 
Vancouver 
Brighouse Press 
One Day Getaways 
Greystone Books 
Jack Christie 
Though these books have been around 
for a few years (One Day Getaways came 
out two years ago; Day Trips is a classic 
in a short-lived genre, originally 
published in '89), they remain two of 
the best written and most informative of 
local outdoor books. 
Their success is due in no small part 
to author Jack Christie, who spend his 
every waking hour exploring Vancouver 
and surrounding area and 
writing about it. He is a regular 
contributor to the Georgia 
Strait, and does weekly 
summer spots on both CBC 
radio and BCTV. If there is 
anyone with a greater 
knowledge of the Lower 
Mainland, they aren't writing 
about it. 
June 1996 
athletes such as Isaac. 
With the increasing profile of the sport 
there can be no doubt interest will 
continue to rise in the female 
community. With more fighters, fights 
will be easier to arrange. When this 
happens Ruby Isaac and the rest of 
Winnie Schells' fighters will be ready. 
These books are not 
comprehensive guides to 
exploring Vancouver. Rather, 
they present a slice-of-life 
approach to exploration. They 
are not a full course meal, if 
you will, but an appetizer to 
whet your appetite for the 
outdoors. 
Any intrepid explorer 
should own a copy of these 
P4CHtC I"OTI • WAUU · NtJ'JCUUC': lfl"U 
.liAC.MIS • CAHPJNCi ' NUU<I • MUSIUH' 
books. They present a full 
range of places to explore -from 
Whistler to Mount Baker; from 
Newcastle Island to Sasquatch Park-
and a full range of difficulty levels, from 
hiking the Lions (!) to a leisurely swim 
in Cat Lake. · 
Exploration, by its very nature, is a 
subjective experience and filled with the 
discovery of the unknown, the new. 
Christie's book do not destroy the joy of 
discovery but provide a gentle nudge for 
people who are looking to get away this 
summer, but are not quite sure where. 
Grab a book and take a day trip or two. 
You'll be glad you did. 
by Trent Ernst 
